
Compliance complexity, are you in control?
Industry regulators are mandating cloud computing standards that 
are relevant to their market as adoption grows. 

Financial firms need to adhere to Payment Card Industry Data 
Security Standards (PCI DSS) to protect consumers’ credit card 
information while healthcare professionals face similar standards 
in the healthcare industry such as the Healthcare Insurance 
Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA). Meanwhile, the Centre 
of Internet Security (CIS) Benchmarks are a recognised global 
standard and best practice for securing IT systems and data 
against attacks.

While most of the major public cloud vendors are compliant  
with major industry standards and have enhanced their  
security capabilities, this doesn’t necessarily apply to you.  
Their certification doesn’t include your cloud resources and data 
hosted on their platform. It becomes your responsibility to set up  
and maintain the compliance of your cloud resources while 
maximising the benefits of cloud computing.

How does Telstra Cloud Sight help you  
manage compliance?

Telstra Cloud Sight manages your eligible cloud accounts by 
bringing together our cloud and IT expertise into an automated, 
modular and evolving portal that will continue to deliver new 
features and capabilities to help solve your cloud challenges. 
Based on our best practice and cloud expertise, Telstra Cloud  
Sight makes it easy for you to create a compliant public cloud 
environment through cloud account blueprints and dashboards  
giving you a complete overview of your compliance status.

It helps you to ensure the initiation and ongoing monitoring  
of compliance of your public cloud accounts. This is achieved  
in three ways.

Telstra Cloud Sight
Use case: Compliance
All you need to build, automate and scale your cloud



Setting up a new account with a compliance blueprint within your public cloud is easy 
with Telstra Cloud Sight. Telstra’s long-term experience in working with compliance 
standards in the cloud and across multiple industries has been translated into an 
automated tool which will build your cloud accounts from a selectable set of blueprints. 

How it works

1. Set up your cloud accounts

New 
accounts



There may be some actions performed on your cloud account that causes it to not be in 
compliance with your blueprint. When this happens, you will want to be notified at the 
earliest instance so that you can address the issue. The platform can be configured to 
send an alarm and notify you as soon as any actions that are not in compliance to the 
blueprints are detected.

2. Enable compliance notifications

Compliance 
notification

List of common industry standards List of supported Public Clouds

Centre for Internet Security (CIS) Benchmarks Amazon Web Services

Healthcare Insurance Portability and 
Accountability Act (HIPAA) 

Microsoft Azure (Coming soon)

Payment Card Industry Data Security  
Standards (PCI DSS)

The blueprint contains a select  
subset of controls within the industry 
standard relevant to your cloud account. 
The blueprint simplifies the time 
consuming and complex work needed to 
develop scripts and introduce security 
compliance into these accounts. Choose 
from one of the industry standards so that 
the accounts are built to comply with the 
blueprint from the start and minimise  
your business risk.
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Getting started is as simple as registering 
for a free Telstra Cloud Sight account  
and import your eligible public cloud 
accounts or create new accounts through 
the platform. Some of the compliance 
features are provided within the free 
Essential tier of Telstra Cloud Sight  
service. You can upgrade and subscribe  
to other modules subsequently.

Keeping your cloud  
accounts compliant with 
industry standards isn’t  
the only capability of Telstra 
Cloud Sight. Find out how  
it can also help you to  
achieve optimisation of  
your cloud spend.

Essential (Mandatory base tier)

Supported Clouds: AWS 

Single Sign-On Across Clouds (Console Access from the Telstra Cloud Sight platform)

Best Practice Account Deployment & Mgmt

Self Serve Cloud Cost Optimisation and Recommendations

Deploy CIS Compliant Account Architecture

Deploy PCI-DSS Compliant Account Architecture

Deploy HIPAA Compliant Account Architecture

Auto-Tagging

Resource Scheduling

Budget Controls

Telstra Cloud Sight base tier

Monitoring is a requirement for almost  
all compliance frameworks. It serves to 
protect the implementation of the standard 
and offers important forensic and audit 
information.

Telstra Cloud Sight also offers you 
reporting, delivered in dashboards and 
email pdf format. This reporting provides  
a percentage score of compliance with 
remediation recommendations to improve 
this compliance score. It also gives you  
a historical (to day 1 of using Telstra  
Cloud Sight) view which is handy in  
audit situations.

Compliance monitoring and reporting can 
be implemented on accounts built through 
Telstra Cloud Sight and imported accounts.

The platform provides actionable 
intelligence for administrators, users and 
stakeholders of the tenancy and accounts. 
This allows you to make informed decisions 
on your risk profile in the cloud and 
manage your environment effectively.

3. Monitor your cloud accounts

Monitoring 
& analytics 
dashboard




